CNR-IMATI is located within the campus “Cravino” of University of Pavia and can be reached by bus lines #3, #6, #7 from Pavia downtown / Pavia main train station (“stazione FS”). The service is operated by the company Autoguidovie. Tickets can be bought at most newspaper kiosks and tobacconists, online or by the Autoguidovie app. Note that the location of CNR-IMATI on Google Maps is slightly wrong. Get on/off the bus as indicated below and then use the map to get to the correct building. Blue arrows indicate the entrances.

Downtown & train station stops:

- **bus #3 and #7**: outside the main exit of the train station (Piazzale Stazione), on the opposite side of the square, next to a bakery.
- **bus #6**: outside the back exit of the train station (via Robecchi Brichetti)

CNR-IMATI stops on campus (see maps below)

1 = Ferrata-Tangenziale Ovest
2 = Cascinazza/Ferrata
3 = Abbiatigrasso - IIS Volta
T = terminus "IST. MAUGERI - MONDINO"

**Bus routes on campus**

Pavia downtown & train station -> CNR-IMATI (map 1)

- Bus #3, final destination "COLOMBARONE": **pink route**, get off at stops 1 or 2
- Bus #3 and #7, final dest. "IST. MAUGERI-MONDINO": **green route**, get off at stops 1 or 2
- Bus #6 with final dest. "C.NA PELIZZA – TIBALDI": **blue route**, get off at stop 3

CNR-IMATI -> Pavia downtown & train station (map 2)

- Bus #3, final dest. "MONTEBOLONE": **pink route**, get on at stops 1 or 2
- bus #3 and #7, final dest. "STAZIONE FS": **green route**, get on at stops 1 or T
- bus #6, final destination "C.NA PELIZZA - TIBALDI": **blue route**, get on at stop 3